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1 Unifying Semantics: Methodology
Correct well-designed semantics precedes solutions of principal research problems in computer
science. As a somewhat allusive, but spectacular illustration of this motto we may view
the seminal work of Turing [110], which arguably gave rise to computer science as a
separate discipline not entirely reducible to pure mathematics. In his famous result of
undecidability of the halting problem for what then became known as the Turing machine
he made two essential steps to achieve the goal:
1. He proposed an idealized formal model of a computing machine and convincingly argued that this notion accurately captures the informal concept of effective computation, however sophisticated (Church-Turing thesis).
2. He then proved that there is no efficient procedure in the sense of (1) for deciding
if a given Turing machine ever halts on a given input.
While the significance of the second step is apparent from a purely technical perspective
– it is a statement with a clear and meaningful mathematical content – the first one is really crucial, and its importance cannot be overestimated. The mere fact that Turing machines became a rather direct prototype of the modern computers and until today qualitatively describe their behavior already speaks for itself. The ontological significance
of Turing’s approach can be illustrated by comparison to Gödel’s recursion theory [39]
utilized by Church to give the first example of an undecidable problem [25], which has
immediately been realized to be qualitatively the same kind of result as the result of
Turing. Both Church’s and Turing’s results provide negative solutions to Hilbert’s famous Entscheidungsproblem, and despite the fact that Church’s construction came along
almost one year earlier than Turing’s, the latter is commonly credited as the pivotal step
for resolving the issue in the negative, for it not only provided a definite mathematical answer, but it also featured a general method, a far-reaching model and a strong
argumentation behind it for reducing the intuitive notion of effective computability to
first principles. A computational interpretation, or computational meaning of mathematical
phenomena became a crucial theme in computer science since then, just like physical
meaning once became and remains to be a crucial theme in physics.

1.1 General View of Semantics
The role of semantics in the above example might become apparent only as an a posteriori reflection – at the time when computer science detached itself from mathematics,
it was too early to clearly identify the key distinctions between the two disciplines.
Putting it simplistically, in mathematics things are what they denote, e.g. 2 ` 2 means 4
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in the sense that it is 4. In computer science, we say that 4 denotes 2 ` 2, or 2 ` 2 evaluates to 4, for what is hidden behind the equality 2 ` 2 “ 4 is an actual computational
process of obtaining 4 from 2 ` 2 (which is of course trivial in this example). Semantics is precisely the mathematical term for meaning. Hence, generally, semantics is a
connection between languages and models. In retrospect we can view Turing machines
as (operational) models, which Turing essentially argued to be adequate w.r.t. the language of mathematical constructs for defining computable numbers. This contrasted
with Church’s result, couched completely within the language of λ-terms without a
convincing model behind it, and in fact finding such a model remained a notorious
open problem until finally solved by Scott [98, 96].
When speaking about semantics one usually mentions the classification into operational, denotational and axiomatic semantics, roughly characterized as follows:
• Operational semantics is defined by the agency of a suitable (explicit or implicit)
notion of abstract machine (one can again think of Turing machine as an example), so
that the meaning of a phrase is given in terms of machine runs triggered by that phrase.
• Denotational semantics interprets a phrase by reference to a suitable semantic domain where the phrase takes a value, called its denotation
• Axiomatic semantics describes the meaning of a phrase indirectly via axioms and
rules of some logic of properties.
Denotational semantics is also sometimes called mathematical semantics, although a running assumption we would like to accept here is that all the above styles of semantics
can perfectly be regarded as mathematical.

1.1.1 Denotational vs. Operational Semantics
One may then wonder if the delineations between the above three styles of semantics
can be expressed in mathematical terms, e.g. if operational semantics is defined w.r.t.
some machine, cannot one regard a suitably defined history of its moves, or the final
result, or both as the denotation of the corresponding phrase? The answer to this is
that, first, even if it works, this would not reduce denotational semantics to operational
semantics, for there can be interesting denotational models obtained in a different way.
A second issue is of a non-mathematical nature, and is somewhat akin to the above
issue with solutions of the Entscheidungsproblem: not every model is (immediately)
satisfactory, and even a specific description of a known model can be more valuable
than the model itself – a perfect illustration of this is the dramatic history of the full
abstraction problem for PCF [80]. The third issue however can to a certain degree be reduced to formal mathematical considerations as follows. One requirement imposed
on denotational semantics is that of compositionality, i.e. the denotation of a compound
phrase must be constructed from the denotations of its parts. Now, if we agree to turn
the machine transition history into a denotational semantics, this may not be compositional, e.g. if the phrase of interest describes successive updates of a memory cell: the
programs x :“ 1; x :“ 2 and x :“ 2 must denote the same, but they have different computation histories. One may choose to ignore the computation histories entirely and
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regard as the requisite denotation only the final result of the computation if the computation terminates. The problem however is that it need not terminate, and then one
would be forced to introduce a designated semantic unit for divergence. If one aims
to cover functional abstraction in a compositional manner, one is furthermore forced to
include partial function spaces as legitimate semantic domains. By iterating this and
further language constructions, the induced notion of semantic domain becomes rather
remote from the original idea of using it as a carrier for computed values.
Further reflections in this style potentially lead to a rediscovery of classical Scott/Strachey denotational semantics [107, 99], and more specifically to Scott’s formulation of
domain theory [97], which is not a goal pursued here. Instead, having said all this, we
return to the original idea of generating denotational semantics from the operational
semantics, and emphasize that it can be quite productive if the above issues can be
circumvented. This is prominently illustrated by Turi and Plotkin’s abstract GSOS semantics [109], where the outlined passage from operational to denotational semantics
is implemented. More concretely, the upshot of this work is that a suitably formalized
rule based system for operational semantics does indeed yield a sensible fully abstract
denotational model essentially obtained by recording derivation steps of this system
run on all possible given input terms. The obtained denotational domain is incidentally a final coalgebra νB of a functor B intuitively capturing the atomic entries of the
(branching) computation history, obtained by successive calls of operational semantic
rules. The limitations of the GSOS semantics making the Turi and Plotkin construction
work are in fact explicit in the name: GSOS = Guarded Structural Operational Semantics, where “structural” means that the derivation rules handle input terms inductively
over the term structure, and “guarded” means that each rule application inevitably
contributes to the prospective denotation of the term at hand. With this in mind, it is
clear that denotational semantics thus generated would indeed distinguish programs
like x :“ 1; x :“ 2 and x :“ 2, but this can be seen positively, e.g. if the above programs
are executed in a concurrent environment over shared memory, for a third program can
alter the value of x in the meantime, hence the above two programs are justifiably nonequivalent [47]. This explains why (abstract) GSOS is particularly successful on first
order languages stable under concurrency and non-determinism.
The threshold between “operationally driven” and “genuinely denotational” models
sketched above forms the core of the modern discourse in semantics design. One way
it unravels is by exploiting the mentioned notion of guardedness and its analogues,
which are mathematically more tractable objects than the notion of operational semantics as a whole. For example, contractive maps of complete metric spaces can be justifiably seen as guarded among non-expansive maps [17, 75], which gives rise to metric
or, more specifically, ultrametric semantics [64]. Another direction is coalgebraic semantics [92, 57] for which guardedness in an inherent phenomenon. Various concrete examples of this kind reveal trade-offs between incorporating more or less amount of
operational behavior in a concrete semantics, to address correspondingly more or less
reactive/interactive/concurrent features. This discussion is the centerpiece of game semantics, in particular, game semantics of high-order languages such as PCF, where one
rather speaks about the trade-off between intensionality and extensionality in denota-
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tional semantics [3].
The game semantics of PCF [49, 4] is in fact an interesting subject for speculating
to which extent it can be seen as a conceptual instance of the outlined scenario for
constructing operationally driven semantics. Again, from a purely mathematical perspective, the model in question is Milner’s familiar inequationally fully abstract orderextensional model [77], which is essentially a term model. Game semantics fundamentally reconceptualizes it and obtains it anew from arguably more suitable universal
principles in two steps: by forming a model in an intensional category of games and
strategies, and by calculating a certain extensional homomorphic image of it via a procedure known as extensional collapse. A factorization via an intensional model is provably inevitable (due to Loader’s theorem [3]) and the constructed game model bears signs
of having operational nature – indeed in [1] Abramsky proposes to think of intensional
semantics as “syntax-free operational semantics”. This intuition however is rather hard
to make precise, for game semantics, although it captures fundamental principles behind processes and their interaction, does not appear to admit a simple mathematical
description via primitive mathematical notions and universal constructions.

1.1.2 Denotational vs. Axiomatic Semantics
The connection between denotational and axiomatic semantics appears to be less elusive than the one between denotational and operational semantics, largely thanks to
Abramsky’s thesis [2] where the fundamental Stone duality is interpreted as the duality between domains (seen as topological spaces under the Scott topology) and the
corresponding algebras of properties of domain elements, i.e. program denotations. A
standard example of axiomatic semantics is Hoare logic, which can be used to define
the meaning of a program p via the Hoare triples {φ} p{ψ} it satisfies where φ and ψ
are state assertions constraining p. A salient feature of Abramsky’s framework is that
the precise form of such constraints does not matter – what matters is that they encode
Scott open sets of the domain and thus yield an indirect description of its elements.
The main expository case elaborated by Abramsky is the one of bifinite domains, which
includes Scott domains. Even within the realm of domain theory the restriction to bifinite domains is significant [60] (not to mention that there is no consensus about the
right notion of domain within domain theory [61, 51, 13]), and, as we briefly discussed
above, denotational semantics is not confined to domain semantics only. However the
general idea of relating denotational and axiomatic semantics via a duality seems to
be a generally appropriate powerful guiding principle, whether or not it can be implemented immediately and/or literally. A concrete implementation can vary and one
immediate modification is to replace duality with a contravariant adjunction [82].
One peculiar fact about the outlined correspondence between axiomatic and denotational semantics is related to the use of axiomatic semantics for verification where this
instructive duality can be quickly lost to sight. As for verification purposes, especially
for model checking, one usually restricts to decidable properties and finite models, the
topological intuition is neglected more often than not. For example, the Plotkin powerdomain, denotationally responsible for finite non-determinism, dually corresponds to
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the  and ♦ operators of intuitionistic normal modal logic. By enforcing the law of
excluded middle, the logic becomes classical and the corresponding frame of opens becomes a Boolean algebra, whose topological duals are Stone spaces. From the modal
perspective, topological spaces correspond to carriers of Kripke frames and, if such a
frame is finite, then as a Stone space it is discrete, i.e. essentially a finite set. Now, without knowing the global context, it is highly nontrivial to come up with the idea that the
right generalization starting from finite sets is not to infinite sets but to infinite Stone
spaces.
In [G8, G10] we utilize the ideas about the relation between topology and logics to
revisit and generalize the Cook’s classical result [27] on soundness and relative completeness of Hoare logic. Our analysis reveals that under general assumptions on the
model, the object of truth values for state assertions becomes a frame, which is a Boolean
algebra only in specific cases.

1.2 Towards Categorical Semantics
In the previous discussion of semantic phenomena, we have tried to keep in focus their
mathematical extent. We proceed to further distill and classify the relevant mathematical devices in the context of category theory, and to that end first and foremost adopt
the categorical viewpoint. It is commonplace nowadays to say that categorical language is appropriate for dealing with semantics: categories of domains are standardly
required to be Cartesian closed, as it is necessary for them to be models of simply typed
λ-calculus, algebra and co-algebra make their entrance via GSOS semantics, and numerous Stone-like dualities are really dualities of certain topological and algebraic categories. We would like to emphasize however that sticking to the categorical language
is a too general commitment, and does not alone identify the approach and the role of
categorical models.

1.2.1 Algebraic vs. Domain Semantics
For illustration, we compare domain semantics and algebraic semantics. Roughly, the distinction is seated in the fact that domain categories have a rather pure categorical structure, e.g. it is easy to argue that total recursion operators inherent to domain categories
conflict with coproducts, specifically with internal Boolean algebra objects 2 “ 1 ` 1
(because calculating the fixpoint of the negation causes havoc [48]). A domain theoretic
solution is also well-known – to use smash products instead of coproducts, or more compellingly distinguish between domains and predomains where the former have fixpoints,
the latter have coproducts and both are interconnected in a conceptually highly satisfactory manner [33]. Manes and Arbib [73] introduce a versatile notion of partially additive
category as a basis for algebraic semantics, and in this light criticize postulates of domain theory as being too restrictive [73, p. 294]. Somewhat paradoxically, by pursuing
the goal of overcoming the limitations of domain theory, the authors base their framework on a rather specific feature of set-based models, namely countable coproducts,
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which are not available e.g. in Lawvere’s axiomatization of the category of sets [66],
and generally conflict with realizability-based universes [81]. Further aspects of algebraic semantics exposed in [73], such as modelling Hoare-style reasoning via Boolean
algebras, reveal a general commitment to classical logic, which is at odds with the fact
of undecidability of program termination, suggesting that the logic of state assertions
must be properly intuitionistic [104, 116]. These considerations indicate that algebraic
semantics, at least as presented in [73], is rather more suitable for decidable properties of programs. Contrastingly, domain theory is in harmony with constructivity and
intuitionism and relies on them in a substantial manner as signified by the synthetic domain theory program [91, 83, 50]. Another witness of the deep connection between program semantics and intuitionism is the fact that polymorphic (second-order) λ-calculus
has no classical set-theoretic models [90], but it does have intuitionistic set-theoretic models [84].
The conclusion we would like to draw from this comparison is that category theory
provides a spacious realm for hosting and interconnecting various styles of semantics,
even if they would otherwise come into collision. The following quote from [73]:
We hope the reader will not misconstrue our claims that other avenues of
approach are possible as arguing against the merits of the ordered approach.
Rather, we are reacting to the acceptance, certainly championed by some, of
ordered semantics as the only mathematical foundation for the theory of
program semantics.
— E.G. Manes, M.A. Arbib, Algebraic approaches to program semantics
we would like to complement with the genericity principle, which we understand as
the requirement that categorical modelling should be consistent with various aspects
of semantics by allowing for broad classes of models in an axiomatic manner, so that
more specific models can be potentially obtained by restriction via suitable categorical constructions. In other words, we aim to see categorical semantics as a means for
establishing more general models rather than alternative models.

1.2.2 Domains and Universes
The explosive development of domain theory and the recurring quest for the right category of domains somewhat overshadow the fact that categories of domains are only
suitable for modelling programs and not for reasoning about them, although this becomes more explicit in axiomatic domain theory and even more so in synthetic domain
theory. Categorically speaking, this implies the necessity of (at least) two categories
for program semantics where one (domains) is supposed to be constructible within another, the latter being some sufficiently broad universe. Abstracting away from the domain case, and following the principles of Abramsky [2] of approaching the issue from
an ontological perspective, we witness two kinds of categories appearing in semantics:
those for modelling computations, and those for modelling logics. For convenience, let
us call the latter kind logical universes. A rough classification of categories relevant to
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semantics into these two families can be made based on the presence/absence of a total
recursion operator, which is typically inherent to categories of computations, but not to
logical universes. As we argued in Section 1.1.2, there is evidence that logical universes
must support some version of intuitionistic logic. The diversity of candidates for the
role of a logical universe includes intuitionistic Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory (IZF), realizability toposes [81], the topos of trees [16], nominal sets [70], predicative toposes [14]
and various flavors of intensional type theory. On the other hand, the Stone duality perspective suggests that the category for program logics must be dual to the category of
programs. This is not in conflict with the previous idea, for both categories can coexist
within a large logical universe as demonstrated in Taylor’s abstract Stone duality [108].
The generic approach to semantics in the outlined dichotomy of categorical models
suggests an agnostic view of assuming as few categorical properties as possible without
a strict commitment to any specific setup. The same principle applies to categories
for modelling computations, and it may not even be necessary to assume them to be
domain-like, for instead of recursion they might be confined to supporting iteration, or
no fixpoints at all. A particularly interesting task is the one of identifying semantic
notions that can be flexibly instantiated across various categories on both sides of the
dichotomy. As one example of such generic notion we name guarded recursion [75]. For
the sake of further presentation we distinguish two further generic categorical devices
of this kind of fundamental importance for semantics, which are monads and coalgebras.

1.2.3 Extensional Monads
Monads crop up in categorical semantics on numerous occasions, which seems to explain some inconsistency of their use. One principled way of using monads stems from
the seminal thesis of Lawvere [67] who introduced finitary monads as a categorical
counterpart of clones of equational theories, in particular, the free monad over an algebraic signature captures the term languages over this signature, and this is the role monads play in Turi and Plotkin’s abstract GSOS semantics [109]. The view of finitary monads as algebraic theories was exploited in numerous ways since Lawvere’s initial work,
notably by Elgot [30] and subsequently by Boom and Ésik [19] to axiomatize and reason
about monad-based iteration. In [38] Giry (using further insights by Lawvere) introduced
a monad for probability distributions, which subsequently (in simplified form) was accommodated in probabilistic semantics, and, more generally, quantitative semantics [45].
An important example of a monad that fails to be algebraic in Lawvere’s original sense
is the lifting monad for (pre-)domains in constructive logical universes, which is a monad
for adjoining a fresh bottom element (the lifting monad can however be seen as algebraic in an extended, specifically enriched, sense [54]). A crucial insight about the role
of monads in semantics is due to Moggi [79], who identified (strong) monads as carriers of computational effects, e.g. randomness for probabilistic monads, divergence for
lifting monads, etc. Later, Plotkin and Power established a connection between computational monads and algebraic theories in their theory of algebraic effects [85, 87] and so,
in a sense, closed the circle by drawing on Lawvere’s original treatment of equational
theories. A remarkable role in Moggi’s presentation is played by strength: a monad
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is strong if it is equipped with a special binary natural transformation called strength,
satisfying a number of technical coherence conditions [78]. Although this notion has
been known for a long time, Moggi gives it a principled interpretation as a semantic
mechanism for interpreting programs in a multivariable context.
Approaches to semantics based on monads are highly general and undemanding to
the host category. This generality can be flexibly refined by restricting to special classes
of monads, e.g. monads supporting iteration.
The core idea of Moggi’s approach [79] is the factorization of concrete categorical program semantics through the generic computational metalanguage, which is essentially the
internal language of strong monads. The main construct of this language is imperativestyle program composition
do x Ð p; q,
which binds the result of executing a side effecting program p to x and subsequently
executes a side effecting program q depending on x. In the terminology of Abramsky [3]
we can qualify this approach as belonging to the extensional paradigm, for we can interact
with programs only by calling them on given arguments and using the output result
values, but not by communicating with them at runtime or using any knowledge about
their internal structure.

1.2.4 Intensional Coalgebras
In contrast to monads, coalgebras [57] morally belong to the intensional paradigm, because program semantics based on them explicitly distinguishes computation steps
taken during program runs. This allows one, e.g., to count these steps, read the intermediate results of computations and interact with them at run time before they terminate
(no matter if they terminate). Essentially, coalgebra-based semantics is the semantics
of computation processes. The fact that in contrast to monads, coalgebras were not so
deeply and readily accommodated in program semantics seems to be again due to the
overwhelming impact of domain theory: in domain theory one uses fixpoint objects for
modelling data types which are traditionally seen as initial algebras, but the standard
categories of domains are algebraically compact [35, 36], i.e. initial algebras and final
coalgebras coincide. As a result, any occasional entrance of coalgebras in domain-based
semantics, at least in the form of final coalgebras, becomes obscured. We would like to
emphasize however that the described technical effect of algebra-coalgebra coincidence
is not the reason for marginalization of final coalgebras in domain theory. Quite to the
contrary, this effect itself is a natural consequence of the core postulates of domain theory in which only positive information is regarded as observable and stable, contrary
to negative information. Therefore, in contrast to coalgebras in sets, domain coalgebras
may on the one hand contain more elements (because of directed completeness), but on
the other hand may be coarser, e.g. by not distinguishing infinite traces and complete
sets of their finite approximations [69], for the statement “there is an infinite trace” is
an example of negative information, in contrast to the positive statement “there are
arbitrarily long traces”.
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This discussion explains why coalgebras occur in semantics primarily in the context
of logical universes, specifically in type theory [114, 23, 22].

1.2.5 Extensional Collapse
We focus our attention on monads and coalgebras as primary multi-purpose tools in
the semantic toolset. We regard semantics based on these concepts as a scheme that
can be instantiated in various settings and further enriched to obtain a more and more
refined view. A simple example of a feature that, to our best knowledge, cannot be
couched in terms of monads and coalgebras is general total recursion, unlike more specific iteration, which can be conveniently formulated in terms of monads. Intriguingly,
total recursion seems to have something to do with monads, for it subsumes partiality, which is a monadic notion. Existing axiomatic approaches to defining recursion
via monads derive it from an additional assumption of nontriviality of certain equalizers [29], which is close to the requirement on the category to be algebraically compact [103]. This indicates that the notion of recursion is global, i.e. it cannot be added
to an existing category as a new ingredient – it can be only obtained by purposefully
constructing a special kind of category supporting recursion out of the box.
Compared to recursion, the case of iteration is remarkable because not only can it
be intrinsically described in terms of monads and coalgebras, but a specific monad for
iteration can be constructed in a suitable universe assuming certain principles not directly tailored to iteration. In particular, this was realized recently in intensional type
theory under the assumption of the axiom of countable choice [24, 113]. The construction obtained is a quotient of Capretta’s delay monad [23], which is the pointwise final
coalgebra νγ. p-- `γq. The resulting monad can be seen as an extensional collapse of the
delay monad, by analogy with the corresponding concept in game semantics. In the
same sense this is used by Escardó in his work on a metric model of PCF [31]. An
important distinction between quotienting monads and standard constructions of extensional collapse is however that the latter are coherent homomorphic transformations
of a whole category, while the former affects only a family of objects. Although quotienting a monad is a structurally more basic procedure, we feel that it is an instance
of the same general phenomenon of relating intensional and extensional concepts. Formally, a connection can prospectively be made via enrichments of categories in final
coalgebras. Previous work on categories of processes enriched in final coalgebras [65]
seems to pave the way to such view.
In our category-independent perspective, the same procedure of collapsing the delay
monad can perfectly well be carried out in the classical Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory
(possibly without choice), where the construction simplifies drastically and produces
the maybe monad p-- `1q, which follows from our results discussed in more detail later:
in [G6] we show that the maybe monad is an initial complete Elgot monad in Set (and
more generally in any hyperextensive category [7]), and in [G9] we demonstrate that if
the initial complete Elgot monad exists then it is a retract of the delay monad. The general categorical construction of the extensional collapse of the delay monad is currently
open.
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1.2.6 Unifying Semantics
Moggi’s seminal paper [79] opened a novel perspective on semantics: the notion of
computation formalized by a suitable monad can be singled out as a parameter, to a
large degree independent of other semantic features, arguably not captured by monads, such as recursion, polymorphism or linearity (in the sense of linear logic and
stable domain theory), to name just a few. One can trace all the developments in semantics all the way back to Turing machines and Gödel’s recursive functions in the
light of Moggi’s notion of computation, and find out that partiality was the first computational effect encountered. One can then argue that the second computational effect was non-determinism, for it was also introduced by Turing in the same seminal
paper on 1936 [110], although he did it only in passing. The main subject of Turing’s narrative is the notion of a-machine (i.e. “automatic-machine”), while what we
now call non-deterministic Turing machines briefly appears under name c-machine (i.e.
“choice-machine”). It is fair to say that while a-machines were proposed as an accurate abstraction of a physical computation processes, c-machines were meant to serve
as auxiliary objects, and it seems that Turing was on the one hand aware of the fact
that deterministic machines can simulate non-deterministic ones, but tried to avoid the
latter notion. From today’s perspective non-determinism is a classical semantic feature
adopted in various settings, most notably used for delimiting complexity classes, for
improving versatility and adequacy of machine models w.r.t. various language classes,
and for modelling concurrency. Numerous reasons can be drawn to argue that nondeterminism is a desirable and convenient notion, but the core fact ensuring that models involving it remain in touch with some physical computational processes is that,
after all, we know that in the world of Turing computability nondeterminism can be
eliminated.
The example of nondeterminism is instructive, for it illustrates the fact that in a
rather basic case semantics of languages for computations does not only aim to cover
phenomena (not necessarily computational effects) directly corresponding to computational processes in the real world but it also aims to model mathematical abstractions,
as long as they are both useful and well-justified in the sense that they agree with our
general physical intuition. An example of an abstraction for which the latter criterion
is debatable is unbounded nondeterminism [10, 26] (contrasting bounded nondeterminism of
Turing machines).
By approaching semantics from a generic perspective, we do not necessarily aim to
exclude possible instantiations without any computational meaning but we certainly
aim to maintain those that are potentially useful. The strategic reason for this decision is that the strands of semantics are diverse and fragmented. On the one hand,
various mathematical constructions are being reproduced in isolation, without recognizing their common nature, while formalizing the underlying connections (which is
what category theory helps us to achieve) allows for transferring knowledge between
instances. For illustration we refer to our work [G4] where a generalization of Kleene’s
regular expressions is developed, motivated by the view of various machine models as
coalgebras whose transitions are side-effecting in sense of Moggi. Another case from
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our experience is the work [G5] where we develop a unified notion of weak bisimulation in terms of monads and coalgebras, spanning, in particular, classical CCS weak
bisimulation, probabilistic and resource weak bisimulations. It turns out that reasoning purely in terms of the mathematical principles behind these notions is in perfect
agreement with their practical motivation, even though the latter varies considerably.
On the other hand, semantic theories are always in motion: ideas from the past are revisited, recycled and, give rise to new models. Notions and constructions that did not
receive much attention in the past are being rethought and utilized for the purposes of
addressing todays new challenges. A good example are Manes and Arbib’s partially
additive categories, as mentioned in Section 1.2.1. These were originally proposed as a
semantic alternative to the mainstream domain semantics, however recently they were
revisited in the light of Girard’s geometry of interaction program [37] via Haghverdi’s
unique decomposition categories [43].
Having set up the context, we proceed to present the author’s contribution in detail.

2 Unifying Semantics: Worked Scenarios
2.1 Coalgebraic Machines and Process Algebra
2.1.1 Generic Observations and Coalgebraic Chomsky Hierarchy
A popular motive in semantics is to involve two functors, one of which is a monad,
and a distributive law between them. An important source of examples following this
pattern is identified in the seminal work by Turi and Plotkin on abstract GSOS [109],
which identifies a behavior functor B, a syntax functor Σ and a natural transformation
ΣpId ˆBq Ñ BΣ‹ giving the operational semantics induced by a set of rules in GSOS
format. The crucial outcome of this approach is that every δ as above induces a denotational semantics δ̂ : ΣB8 Ñ B8 of the algebraic language generated by signature Σ
over the final B-coalgebra B8 , and the problem of adequacy of denotational semantics
w.r.t. the operational one resolves automatically. Abstract GSOS are equivalent to distributive laws δ : Σ‹ pId ˆBq Ñ Σ‹ ˆ BΣ‹ of the free monad Σ‹ over the pointed functor
Id ˆB preserving the point, i.e. satisfying fst δ “ Σ‹ fst [68]. More generally, one can
consider arbitrary distributive laws of a monad over a functor, as well as distributive
laws of functors over monads (this leads to a distinction between Eilenberg-Moore and
Kleisli distributive laws [58]) in order to capture further computationally relevant examples. Numerous variations of this theme occur in the literature [46, 62, 12, 55].
A more recent take on distributive laws of the form δ : TM Ñ MT for a monad T
and a functor M is proposed in [102, 100], where F is associated with the transition type
of a system and the monad T with the underlying computational effect. The motivating
example of this situation is the language semantics of non-deterministic automata: the
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monad T is the powerset monad (referring to the effect of non-determinism) and M is
the functor 2 ˆ p--q A where A is the input alphabet and 2 is the two element Boolean
algebra used to classify accepting and non-accepting states. By using a suitable distibutive law and applying a standard characterization of distributive laws [59] one can
view any coalgebra X Ñ MTX, i.e. a non-deterministic automaton, as an M-coalgebra,
i.e. a deterministic automaton, in the category of T-algebras, which also yields the language semantics via the standard finality argument. The summarized construction was
dubbed the generalized powerset construction (GPC), for restricted to the motivating example it precisely realizes the standard Rabin-Scott determinization [89]. By varying
the monad T, one obtains further instances of the determinization procedure, e.g. determinization of probabilistic and weighted automata seamlessly fits into this scenario.
The idea behind the analysis of the GPC in [G2] is to recognize GPC within a broader
context as follows. Given two categories, C and D related by a functor H : C Ñ D,
and endofunctors F : C Ñ C and G : D Ñ D, one can view F-coalgebras as systems
to be observed and G-coalgebras as their images under a suitable notion of observation
abstracting away some aspects of the original system. This generalizes the GPC case
by taking D to be an Eilenberg-Moore category CT of some monad T on C, the free
T-algebra functor as H, F “ MT, and an extension of M to D as G. The effect of
applying this construction to a non-deterministic automaton in C is that the semantic
equivalence on its image in D (language equivalence) is strictly coarser than the original
one (bisimilarity). Intuitively, this captures the intuition that the models of systems of
interest as F-coalgebras are finer than the corresponding models as G-coalgebras, due
to a possible information loss through the act of observation.
A new implication of the approach in [G2] is the recognition of the fact that the
GPC case corresponds to the real-time observations in the sense that every transition
step of the original system is translated to one step of the target system; more generally, one obtains lookahead observations, i.e. those which can arbitrary long follow chains
of F-transitions before a G-transition is triggered. Lookahead observations are thus
particularly well-suited for modelling features that are typically difficult to encompass
in coalgebraic frameworks, like silent transitions, unproductive divergence and weak
bisimilarity. The relevant examples are presented in [G2].
A further principal idea contributed by [G2] is the connection to the theory of algebraic effects of Plotkin and Power [85, 87, 86]. Specifically, the following (axiomatization
of) the stack theory underlying (deterministic) push-down automata was identified:
pushi ppoppx1 , . . . , xn , yqq “ xi
popppush1 pxq, . . . , pushn pxq, xq “ x
poppx1 , . . . , xn , poppy1 , . . . , yn , zqq “ poppx1 , . . . , xn , zq
Here, the operations pop and push should be understood as commands of a state machine over a memory stack, and the above axioms completely describe the operational
equivalence over feasible stack transformers (i.e. those that can alter the stack only up
to a finite statically determined depth). Formally, the above stack theory is equivalent
to a stack monad, which is a submonad of the store monad (aka state monad) finite se-
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quences of memory cells capable of storing n different symbols each, but with only
those store transformations allowed that alter statically determined prefixes of these
sequences. This perspective is taken further in subsequent work [G4] where a unified
bialgebraic perspective of classical automata theory is presented, covering moreover
some less standard models such as weighted automata and valence automata. This perspective includes the following aspects:
(a) a notion of T-automaton, i.e. a generalized Moore automaton with computational
effects carried by a monad T;
(b) a language of fixpoint expressions, generalizing standard regular expressions
over an algebraic theory underlying the corresponding monad T;
(c) a generalized Kleene theorem providing a two-way translation between Tautomata w.r.t. a finitary monad T on Set and the corresponding fixpoint expressions.
Many variations of the program summarized in (a)–(c) occurred previously in the literature, starting from the classical case of non-deterministic finite state machines [63],
which are Pω -automata w.r.t. the finite set monad Pω , standard regular expressions and
the standard Kleene theorem relating them. A notable difference to the classical case is
the style of fixpoint expressions: the expressions in [G4] involve a fixpoint operator µ,
instead of the usual Kleene star, they generally allow neither for sequential composition
nor for unguarded recursion, i.e. at least one input symbol must be consumed along any
recursion loop. In the case of non-deterministic finite state machines both expression
formats are mutually convertible but in general the format of µ-expression is preferable because it accurately captures the expressive power of the corresponding class
of machines, e.g. if the underlying monad is the above mentioned stack monad then
the corresponding expressions with unguarded recursion would address a wider class
of languages (context-free) than the expressions with guarded recursion only (deterministic context-free). A legitimate way of increasing expressiveness implied by our
approach is by switching to a more sophisticated underlying monad supporting more
effects, e.g. to capture context-free languages, one can use a combination of the stack
monad with nondeterminism by tensoring with the finite powerset monad Pω [34].
Previous generalization of Kleene theorem in coalgebraic setting were established by
Silva and collaborators [102, 101, 100], and differ from the contribution of [G4] in that
the former were focused on varying the transition functor, and restricted to specific
examples of monads, while in our work, conversely, the format of the transition functor
is restricted to B ˆ -- A but the monad becomes a generic ingredient, only required to be
equationally presentable.
A notable feature of the approach summarized in (a)–(c) is that one does not necessarily obtain exact textbook definitions of the expected machines, but rather their equivalent categorical analogues. For example, instead of non-deterministic push-down automata, one obtains non-deterministic automata over stacks whose one-step transitions
are allowed to alter a finite prefix of the underlying stack at once (by popping and then
pushing finitely many elements), while the standard non-deterministic push-down automata can pop at most one element of the stack at a time.
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The theory of monad tensors going back to Freyd [34] has a direct impact on Tautomata and their fixpoint expressions. On the one hand, various types of store can
be combined by forming tensors. For example, T-automata over n-fold tensor products of the stack monad with itself are precisely (deterministic) machines over the nstack memory. On the other hand, every finitary monad can be tensored with the finite
powerset monad, which underlies the transition from given T-automata to their corresponding non-deterministic modifications. One of the results of [G4] is the complete
characterization of languages Li recognized by non-deterministic i-stack T-automata.
Specifically, the following is shown:
• L1 is the class of context-free languages;
• L2 is properly between L1 and L3 ;
• for all i ą 2, Li is the class of non-deterministic linear time languages NTIMEpnq.
Another important class of machines explored in [G4] are tape T-automata, which are
the ones for which the underlying theory is the theory of the Turing tape. These are
the expected operations for moving the machine head one position to the left, and one
position to the right, as well as the operations for reading and writing the current tape
symbol. The (Turing) tape monad is identified as the submonad of a suitable store
monad consisting of realizable tape transformers. Like in the case of stack transformations, admissible tape transformations are those where the head can move only within a
statically predetermined tape interval and alter only the cells visited. We show that (unlike the stack monad) the induced tape monad is not finitely axiomatizable. Roughly,
the reason for this is that a complete axiomatization must ensure that writing a cell does
not impact any other cell, no matter how far it is from the original one. Formally, this
amounts to the following axiom scheme:
wri pmvk pwr j pmv´k pxqqqq “ mvk pwr j pmv´k pwri pxqqqq
where mvi stands for moving the head i cells to the right (´i cells to the left if i negative)
and wri stands for writing the symbol indexed by i at the current head position.
The described approach is genuinely coalgebraic, that is, every step of a T-automaton
consumes an input alphabet symbol. Such machines are known as real-time [20].
The above characterization of languages Li recognized by non-deterministic multistack machines indicates that the restriction to real-time machines implies a principal bound on the expressiveness of the languages recognized by computationally feasible T-automata, and this bound is the class of non-deterministic linear time languages NTIMEpnq. In order to overcome this constraint, an observational semantics for
a broad class of T-automata is developed in [G4], i.e. a semantics allowing for εtransitions that do not contribute to the language being recognized. This resulted in
a proof that tape T-automata with silent transitions recognize precisely the recursively
enumerable languages.
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2.1.2 Coalgebraic Weak Bisimulation
Weak bisimulation and weak bisimilarity are central concepts in Milner’s CCS process algebra [76] built on top of the auxiliary notion of strong bisimulation. Coalgebraic modelling
has accommodated many ideas and notions from process algebra, in particular, strong
bisimulation, albeit in somewhat varied forms [106], but generally in a rather satisfactory manner, especially for weak pullback preserving functors, for which the relational
form of bisimulation coincides with the functional one, called observational equivalence.
More specifically, here we stick to the notion of strong bisimulation for F-coalgebras as
kernel pairs of F-coalgebra morphisms, also called kernel bisimulations.
In [G5] we tackle the problem of defining a generic notion of weak bisimulation for
coalgebras. The starting point is Milner’s “double arrow construction” [76] for reducing weak bisimulation to strong bisimulation in the following way. Given a labeled
transition system pX, pÝ
Ña Ď X ˆ XqaPA q, Milner constructs a labeled transition system
pX, pù
ña Ď X ˆ XqaPA q for which a binary relation on X is a strong bisimulation iff it
is a weak bisimulation for the original system. By comparison to the previous work
by Baier and Herrmanns [11] on weak bisimulation for fully probabilistic systems (i.e. labeled transition systems whose transitions are additionally weighted by probabilities)
we conclude that Milner’s construction cannot serve as a generic pattern for coalgebraic weak bisimulation. The insight provided by the probabilistic case is that weak
point-to-point transitions no longer form a probability distribution, and therefore cannot be used as strong probabilistic transitions of a modified system. For example, in a
system where x Ñ
Ý a y with probability 0.5 and x Ñ
Ý τ x with probability 0.5 we would
obtain both x ñ
ù a y with probability 1 and x ñ
ù τ x with probability 1, which is explained by the fact that the events of staying at x and moving to y are not independent
(we can move from x to y after staying at x for a while). The solution due to Baier and
Hermanns [11] is to draw on point-to-set transitions instead of point-to-point transitions,
and therefore introduce total probabilities Ppx, Λ, Sq where x is a state, X is a set of states
and Λ is a set of traces from x to the states in Λ, so that Ppx, Λ, Sq is the probability of
reaching S from x via Λ. The main technical difficulty confronted within [11] is that
of calculating total probabilities by involving nontrivial measure-theoretic arguments.
The approach we present in [G5] abstracts away from these specific constructions and
from total probabilities as such, in favor of a generic solution via recursive equations
over monads.
More specifically, we consider the general case of coalgebras of the form X Ñ
TpA ˆ Xq where T is a monad whose Kleisli category is enriched over the category
of pointed complete partial orders (a similar assumption occurs in previous work on
coalgebraic trace semantics [46]) and A is a set of actions, which should be thought of
as labels of the corresponding generalized labeled transition system. The enrichment
assumption is needed for calculating solutions of recursive equations w.r.t. T via least
fixpoints, and our main contribution in [G5] is to develop a theory of coalgebraic weak
bisimulation based on these fixpoints. We show that various concepts of weak bisimulation in the literature become unified with this pattern. Perhaps most strikingly this is
illustrated by comparison probabilistic bisimulation as discussed earlier and resource
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bisimulation [28]. Although mathematically, probabilities and the multiplicities used in
resource semantics are seemingly close in that the first involve the complete ordered
semiring of real numbers, while the second involve the complete ordered semiring
N Y {8} of extended natural numbers, the units of these semirings play rather different roles w.r.t. to ordering: on the one hand, 1 is the maximal probability, but on
the other hand, it is the smallest multiplicity. This distinction contributes quite significantly to the original diverse formulations of weak bisimulation for both types of
systems. Nevertheless, our general formula for weak bisimulation covers both cases
seamlessly.
Besides the monad T capturing the transition effects of coalgebras in question, our
framework receives an additional parameter, a binary continuous operation ‘ for T.
Intuitively, the role of ‘ is to join computational effects triggered by separate transition
paths, e.g. in the probabilistic case this operation calculates the pointwise maximum
of two probability distributions, and it is under the hood of the above-mentioned total probabilities Ppx, Λ, Sq, which are the probabilities of reaching S from x via Λ, i.e.
the maximal probabilities of reaching some element of S from x via Λ. The crucial fact
about ‘ is that the construction of weak bisimulation simplifies drastically when ‘ is
an algebraic operation of T in the sense of Plotkin and Power [85, 87, 86], for as we
prove, whenever this is the case, weak bisimulation can be constructed as strong bisimulation via a generic version of Milner’s double arrow construction. The sheds new
light on previous developments by Brengos [21], who successfully extended the double arrow construction, e.g., to Segala systems, i.e. systems combining probability and
non-determinism (for which ‘ is algebraic non-deterministic choice), but not to fully
probabilistic systems as above (for which ‘ is non-algebraic pointise maximum of distribution), and contributes to clarifying the role of algebraicity in coalgebraic modelling.
For non-algebraic operations ‘ (e.g. for fully probabilistic systems) we provide a
b with algebraic ‘
generic construction for extending the original monad T to a monad T
b and the relevant
in such a way that an original system is transformed to a system over T
notions of weak bisimulation agree. In summary, the double arrow construction can be
applied also to weak bisimulation over non-algebraic ‘, but after a suitable extension
of the system type.

2.2 Monad-Based Program Logics
2.2.1 Hoare Logic for Order-Enriched Effects
In [G8] we present a further development of previous work [95, 94] on monad-based
Hoare logic. The main idea we put forward is that a general formulation of a sound
and relatively complete calculus for verifying partial assertions can be achieved under
two chief assumptions: programs are realized as Kleisli morphisms of a strong monad
T addressing a computational effect of interest, and the Kleisli category of T is suitably
enriched over the category of bounded complete directed partial orders (bdcpo’s) and
continuous maps. The obvious goal behind the enrichment assumption is to ensure that
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while loops can be introduced to the language and interpreted using the standard recipe
from domain theory [5]. In fact, an enrichment over directed complete partial orders,
or even over ω-complete partial orders would already suit this goal [105], however,
by additionally assuming bounded completeness we achieve that not only programs,
but also a logic of state assertions can be defined. Note that bounded completeness
and directed completeness are two of the standard condition in the definition of Scott
domains [5]. The third condition is algebraicity, or more generally, continuity, which we
do not assume, because it does not play a role in our developments.
Motivated by [95, 94], we postulate a submonad P of T consisting of well-behaved
programs treated as state assertions. Specifically, P is required to be innocent i.e. to
satisfy the following laws.
• every f : X Ñ PY and g : X Ñ PZ commute:
do y Ð f pxq; z Ð gpxq; rethy, zi “ do z Ð gpxq; y Ð f pxq; rethy, zi,
i.e. P is a commutative monad;
• every f : X Ñ PY is copyable:
do y Ð f pxq; z Ð f pxq; rethy, zi “ do y Ð f pxq; rethy, yi;
• every f : X Ñ PY is weakly discardable: do y Ð f pxq; ret ‹ v ret ‹.
That is, well-behaved computations, i.e. those that commute with each other, can be
run several times with the same effect, and have various degrees of divergence as the
only computational effect, isolated by voiding the return value.
These conditions, together with bounded completeness, ensure that the object P1 can
serve as a truth value object for state assertions, formally, the functor Homp--, P1q factors through the category of frames, and conjunction of assertions is induced by Kleisli
composition, i.e. in order to obtain the conjunction of two programs, we simply run
them one after another. In view of the latter, the above conditions identifying innocent
monads function as follows: commutativity ensures that conjunction is commutative,
copyability that it is idempotent, and weak discardability that ret ‹ is the totally true
assertion. The described approach allows us to cover the following classes of example
categories C and strong monads T.
• C is the category Set of sets and functions. In this case, one has largely the standard
examples of effects as long as they account for non-termination. E.g. the total store
monad TX “ S Ñ pS ˆ Xq is not order-enriched, for it does not accommodate the
bottom element, but the partial store monad TX “ S á pS ˆ Xq is. The corresponding
innocent submonad is then the partial reader monad TX “ S á X, and the induced
truth value object is the set PpSq of all store predicates.
• C is a category of predomains (e.g. bottomless bounded-complete dcpo’s); then a
monad on C is order-enriched if computational types accommodate bottom elements
and binding respects existing finite joins on the left. This allows for accommodating various examples from domain theory, with the most simple one being the lifting
monad p--qK as T. In this case, T itself is innocent and T1 is the Sierpiński space.
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• C is a category of presheaves such as C “ rI, Sets where I is the category of finite
sets and injections; one monad of interest here is the local store monad (aka local state
monad) [87], which we modify to allow for partiality (and hence order-enrichment):
pTXqn “ V n á

Z mPn{I

V m ˆ Xm

where the integral sign denotes a categorical coend, which is a special form of colimit. The intuitive meaning of the integral here is a sum over m Ě n of pairs representing the new state and the output parametrized by the set m of allocated locations; each component of this sum corresponds to allocating m ´ n new memory
cells. The corresponding natural innocent submonad is the partial local reader monad:
R mPn{I
pPXqn “ V n á
Xm, which induces a truth value object consisting of all predicates on the store configurations V n .
In the terminology of Section 1.2.2, the category C figuring in the first and the third
class of examples, can be seen as a logical universe, but not in the second class, for the
induced truth value object P1 in that case is indeed only an external frame, and not a
Heyting algebra, because existence of Heyting implication, which is antitone in the first
argument, would contradict continuity of morphisms in C.
In the development a generic Hoare calculus over a pair pT, Pq consisting of an orderenriched monad T and its innocent submonad P, we start from the celebrated relative
completeness result by Cook [27], which is essentially a reduction of the problem of
checking a Hoare triple to the problem of checking a formula of the assertion language.
Cook’s proof is based a technical trick for eliminating fixpoint assertions using Gödel’s
β-function, which is avalaible in first order arithmetic serving as the assertion language
in Cook’s model. It has later been observed that the full strength of the first order
arithmetic is not necessary for the proof – instead one can make do with a weaker
system containing fixpoints as first class citizens [18]. The latter approach naturally
arises in our case, for the truth value object P1, being an external frame, automatically
supports greatest fixpoints as needed for the completeness proof (indeed also the least
fixpoints). Just as in Cook’s proof, relative completeness is achieved by expressing
weakest (liberal) preconditions inductively over the program structure, e.g. the relevant
clause of while-loops is handled as follows:

wppx Ð pwhile b; x Ð pq, ψq “ νX. λx. if b then wppx Ð p, Xpxqq else ψ pxq
where wppx Ð p, φq stands for the weakest precondition for program p w.r.t. the postcondition φ and νX. φ calculates the greatest fixpoint of pX : A Ñ P1q ÞÑ pφ : A Ñ P1q
by the Knaster-Tarski theorem. By successively applying further inductive clauses, we
eventually reduce to the level of atomic programs, for which weakest preconditions are
assumed to be expressible. Concretely, an atomic program represents by a morphism of
the form A Ñ TB from a postulated effect signature. In the terminology of Plotkin and
Power [87], these are generic effects of the monad. For example, the effect of coin tossing
toss : 1 Ñ T2 underlies nondeterminism: by calling it we obtain a nondeterministic
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value from 2 “ 1 ` 1, and so the nondeterministic binary choice operation is expressible as p ` q “ do x Ð toss; case x of inl ‹ ÞÑ p; inr ‹ ÞÑ q. The corresponding defining
clause for the weakest precondition operator is
wppx Ð toss, ψq “ ψrinl ‹{xs ^ ψrinr ‹{xs
expressing the fact that ψ is satisfied after executing a nondeterministic program if it is
satisfied after executing any of its deterministic branches. A more familiar example is
the following one:
wpp-- Ð writei pvq, ψq “ ψrret v{readi s
where writei : V Ñ T1 updates the store location indexed by i with v and readi : 1 Ñ PV
returns the content of the location indexed by i.
Our proof of the relative completeness result relies on a property of the weakest precondition operator that we call sequential compatibility:
wppx Ð pdo y Ð p; qq, ψq ðñ wppy Ð p, wppx Ð q, ψqq.
In subsequent work [44], Hasuo proposes an alternative approach to a generic categorical Hoare calculus resting on a different collection of postulates. Specifically, instead
of deriving P1 from T, he introduces a truth value object Ω axiomatically, requiring it
to be a T-algebra, while the submonad P does not arise at all in his approach. This, in
fact, yields a slicker reformulation of our assumptions, in particular our weakest precondition operators are in one to one correspondence with T-algebra structures on P1,
and moreover the above sequential comparability condition corresponds precisely to
an axiom of T-algebras.
In [G10] we extend the results of [G8] to the case of monads with exception throwing/catching facilities. It is known from previous work [93] that a monad satisfying a natural set of axioms for catching/throwing exceptions must have the form
TE “ Tp-- `Eq where E is an object of exceptions and T is monad capturing further
possible effects, e.g. T “ Id if there are none. The approach we develop in [G10] starts
from the assumption that T is an order-enriched monad (so, e.g. T cannot be the identity – at least it must cope with partiality), and proving that so is the transformed monad
Tp-- `Eq. This implies that the previous completeness result does instantiate to the case
at hand. However, the novelty is that the syntax of the program language is extended
not only by and algebraic operations throw : E Ñ TE 1, but also by a non-algebraic operation catch : TE X Ñ TE p-- `Eq. This considerably impacts the whole calculus of Hoare
triples, which become Hoare quadruples [93, 56]: these consists of a precondition φ, a
program p, a postcondition ψ, and an abnormal postcondition e, in summary we obtain
constructs of the form {φ} x Ð p {ψ | e} where the postcondition ψ depends on x and e
corresponds to a morphism E Ñ P1, that is e addresses the situation when an exception
is raised, and therefore no return value is available. The weakest precondition construct
is thus modified to cover the abnormal postcondition alongside the normal postcondition. The key additional inductive clause in the definition of the weakest precondition
operator is the one handling the catch-operator and is as follows:
wppy Ð catch p, ψ | eq “ wppx Ð p, ψrinl x{ys | λe.ψrinr e{ysq.
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That is, if an exception is caught then the declared abnormal termination postcondition
does not apply, instead the normal postcondition is used twice. Modulo these distinctions, the results of [G8] are reestablished in the extended setting.

2.2.2 Calculi for Asynchronous Side-Effecting Processes
The use of monads as a semantic base for side-effecting programs in the previous section fits the extensional paradigm (cf. Section 1.2.3) in which a monad is used to encapsulate a computational process not providing any interface to the intermediate stages,
but only possibly delivering a final result. The language of programs we used is thus
essentially Moggi’s computational metalanguage [79], i.e. a generic imperative language
covering two essential features: sequential composition of programs via binding, and
the return operator. As shown by Moggi, the computational metalanguage is sound
and complete over strong monads on categories with finite products. Categorically
speaking, the computational metalanguage is the internal language of strong monads.
By selecting a monad from a more specific class one can respectively extend the metalanguage with more features, notably with algebraic operations (e.g. reading/writing a
store, non-determinism), effect handlers [88] (e.g. exception handling), recursion/iteration operators [29, 42, 40]. In [G7] we introduce an extension of Moggi’s computational
metalanguage for programming communicating and concurrent processes in the style
of Milner [76], parametrized by a monad carrying the underlying computational effect
of atomic process steps. This equips the language of programs with intensional features (cf. Section 1.2.4) and thus effectively turns it is into a language of processes. More
specifically, we speak about asynchronous side-effecting processes because the principle of
synchronizing events (e.g. as in Milner’s CCS) is not an inherent monadic feature: a
handshake synchronization amounts to executing an action of one process and subsequently executing a dual action of another process. The CCS semantics abstracts away
from a possible time lag between these events, but in general, it cannot be neglected,
e.g. our monad-based abstraction is equally suitable for shared variable concurrency,
for which the non-commutativity of read-write events is a key feature.
The key semantic gadget we add to the standard axiomatic setup is the coalgebraic
resumption monad transformer
Tν “ νγ. Tp-- `γq.
The idea of using resumptions in semantics goes back to Hennessy and Plotkin [47] who
obtained them as solutions of a certain recursive domain equation involving stores,
non-termination and non-determinism (in the form of the Plotkin powerdomain). In the
context of domain theory, one looks for initial solutions of domain equations, because
they correspond to least fixpoints [105], and the latter are justified by interpreting the
underlying partial order as the order of information increase. Since domain categories
are typically algebraically compact, the domains of resumptions calculated as initial and
as final solutions coincide, but in other categories, e.g. in Set, they might be essentially
different, and the choice of the coalgebraic resumption monad transformer is preferable
over the algebraic one, for the former captures possibly infinite behavior as required in
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process algebra in a category-independent way.
Moggi’s computational metalanguage is thus extended in [G7] to a concurrent computational metalanguage by adding coproducts, resumption types Tν X with the corresponding term formation rules, and the non-deterministic choice operator for computations
over T. The most important new ingredient is, of course, the resumption types and the
associated operations, which are
• out : Tν X Ñ TpX ` Tν Xq, for unfolding Tν X to a computation returning either a
value of type X or a value of type Tν X;
• init x :“ p--q unfold p--q producing a value of type Tν X from its arguments of type Y
and Y Ñ Tν pY ` Xq correspondingly by coiterating the latter.
The Moggi’s sound and complete equational calculus [79] is therefore completed essentially by axiomatizing the fact that each Tν X is a final coalgebra whose structure map is
out and for which the above unfold construct calculates the unique final morphism from
any TpX ` --q-coalgebra to Tν X. Some effort is required to extend Moggi’s soundness
result, because the axiomatized finality principle is parametric in term contexts, and
does not exactly correspond to the unparameterized one, semantically characterizing
final coalgebras.
The soundness and completeness results allow us to work entirely within the equational calculus of the concurrent computational metalanguage, which we successively
show to be sufficient to express key concurrent primitives. As a preparatory step we
show that the postulated principle of defining by iteration implies a much richer and
versatile definitional principle by mutual corecursion. Intuitively, this guarantees that
any finite system of equations recursively specifying functions f i : Ai Ñ Tν Bi has a
unique solution as long the right hands sides of equations satisfy a guardedness condition, ensuring that every recursive call properly grows the defined part of the function
being defined. We revisit the problem of finding solutions of guarded definitions from
a syntax-independent perspective in Section 2.3.
Using mutual corecursion, we extend the concurrent metalanguage with the following features:
• the return and binding operators for Tν making it into a strong monad (the fact
that Tν is a monad was already known from [111]);
• conditional branching;
• conditional looping;
• exception throwing and catching;
• process interleaving (with the corresponding mutual corecursion definition, inspired by the ACP approach of defining the parallel composition and the left merge
operator by mutual recursion [15]).
The remaining part of [G7] is devoted to developing a program verification framework
on top of the concurrent computational metalanguage. This is achieved by introducing
a sound calculus of resumptive Hoare tuples extending previous work in [95, 94]. This
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differs from the perspective presented in Section 2.2.1 in that no assumptions of orderenrichment for T are made, and instead of an innocent submonad of T we use a pure
submonad P, which is subject to the same set of axioms, except that in weak discardablitity, inequality is replaced by equality as follows:
do y Ð f pxq; ret ‹ “ ret ‹,
and the obtained axiom is called discardability. As the truth value object we use P2 instead of P1, and thus obtain an internal Boolean algebra structure on P2, induced by
2 “ 1 ` 1, instead of a Heyting algebra structure on P1 as discussed in Section 2.2.1.
Morally, these changes amount to viewing the monad T as a monad of decidable programs, which is in agreement with its use for capturing atomic computational steps, in
contrast to Tν capturing entire computation processes. As a result, we inherit from [94]
a sound Hoare calculus for programs over T. A calculus of resumptive Hoare tuples is
defined on top of the latter, to address processes, i.e. programs over Tν . A resumptive
Hoare tuple is thus a construct of the form {{φ}} x Ð p {{ψ | ξ }} where p corresponds
to a morphism of type X Ñ Tν Y, equivalently seen as having type X Ñ TpY ` Tν Yq
via the final coalgebra structure on Tν Y. The postconditions ψ and ξ thus address the
corresponding components of the coproduct Y ` Tν Y (note that we change the order of
the postconditions in the tuples, compared to [G7], in order to maintain consistency of
the present text). The postcondition ψ is interpreted as a morphism of type Y Ñ P2 and
specifies values obtained after performing one step of the process p (not necessarily the
first one), provided the precondition φ is satisfied directly before this step. The postcondition ξ address the resumptive part of this scenario: it must be satisfied after an atomic
step whenever φ is satisfied directly before and the outcome of the step is a resumption
of type Tν Y . The postcondition ξ does not depend on the resumption itself, i.e. it only
handles the fact of its presence. In summary, resumptive Hoare tuples are similar to
Hoare tuples for monads with exceptions from [G10], as discussed in Section 2.2.1.
We prove soundness of a calculus of resumptive Hoare tuples designed analogously
to the case of T and illustrate its use by a toy example by mimicking an approach to
verification of safety properties by Manna and Pnueli [74] based on program invariants
and program step annotations.

2.3 Guarded and Unguarded Iteration
2.3.1 Unguarded Recursion via Complete Elgot Monads
One of the earliest motivating examples for coalgebraic modelling in semantics is process algebra [92]: a (non-determinstic) process can be seen as a coalgebra whose transitions are labeled by process actions. Note that in process algebra, infinite behavior is
considered desirable: the fact that a process can evolve forever ensures that it remains
responsive or in any way keeps producing information about its run. This idea crucially factors into the general coalgebraic methodology of solving systems of recursive
equations by corecursion: under the assumption that the system is guarded, i.e. the recursive calls are preceded by at least one action call, the system has a unique solution
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Class ElgotMonad (T: Obj Ñ Obj) :=
{
(* Monad structure: unit *)
η : forall x, x
T x;
(* Monad structure: Kleisli lifting *)
lifting : forall x y (f: x
T y), T x
where "f ‹ " := (lifting _ _ f);
map x y (f: x

y) : T x

T y

T y := ((η _) ˝ f) ‹ ;

(* Kleisli triple laws *)
kl1 : forall x, (η x) ‹ = id;
kl2 : forall x y (f: x
T y), f ‹ ˝ (η _) = f;
kl3 : forall x y z (f : y
T z) (g : x
T y), (f ‹ ˝ g) ‹ = f ‹ ˝ g ‹ ;
(* Elgot iteration *)
iter : forall x y (f: x
T (y ‘ x)), x
where "f : " := (iter _ _ f);
unfolding : forall x y (f: x
[(η _) , f : ] ‹ ˝ f = f : ;

T y

T (y ‘ x)),

naturality : forall x y z (f: x
g ‹ ˝ f : = ([ map _ _ inl ˝ g

T (y ‘ x)) (g: y
T z),
, (η _) ˝ inr ] ‹ ˝ f) : ;

dinaturality : forall x y z (g : x
T (y ‘ z)) (h: z
T (y ‘ x)),
([(η _) ˝ inl, h] ‹ ˝ g) : = [(η _) , ([(η _) ˝ inl, g] ‹ ˝ h) : ] ‹ ˝ g;
codiagonal : forall x y (g: x
T (y ‘ x ‘ x)),
((map _ _ [id, inr]) ˝ g) : = g : : ;
uniformity : forall x y z (f: x
T (y ‘ x)) (g: z
T (y ‘ z)) (h: z
f ˝ h = (map _ _ (id ‘‘ h)) ˝ g Ñ f : ˝ h = g : ;

x),

}.

Figure 2.1: Elgot monad type class in Coq.
w.r.t. the semantics in a final coalgebra. Guardedness is typically ensured by referring
to a concrete language, enforcing some sufficient (but maybe not necessary) syntactic constraints to ensure it. Constraints of this kind are instrumental in our work on
side-effecting process calculi discussed in Section 2.2.2. A more semantic approach is
to move from individual coalgebras to monads generated by coalgebras and to define
guardedness via the structure of the underlying functor. An example of this approach
is given by the notion of completely iterative monad [6], which are monads admitting
unique solutions of guarded morphisms f : X Ñ TpY ` Xq where a solution is a morphism f : : X Ñ TY such that rη, f : s‹ f “ f : . The latter equation describes f : as an
iteration of f , and indeed, in the present context the terms “solution” and “iteration”
are interchangeable. The free completely iterative monad induced by an endofunctor Σ is
determined by a universal property in the standard sense, and it is shown in [6] to have
the explicit form νγ. p-- `Σγq
Crudely speaking, guardedness is used to separate the good morphisms from the
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bad ones, and it can be argued that the notion in [6] is too restrictive, e.g. it would not
cover guarded recursive equation systems in process algebra like
x “ y ` a. x
In [111] Uustalu introduced a more general definition of guardedness for parametrized
monads, covering this and other examples. One outcome of his work is that the above
monad νγ. p-- `Σγq becomes generalized to νγ. -- #γ where # is a given parametrized
monad, i.e. a bifunctor, which is a monad in the first argument and an endofunctor in
the second. On the one hand this covers the above case with X # Y “ X ` ΣY, but on the
other hand it moreover covers process-algebra-like examples with X # Y “ TpX ` ΣYq
for an arbitrary monad T. Both the notion of guardedness and complete iterativity are
generalized accordingly.
Aside from the distinctions in formulations of guardedness for monads, we pose a
more radical question in [G6]: how to extend the theory of monad-based definitions
to the unguarded case in a principled way, maintaining agreement with the previous
results on guarded solutions? In order to answer this question, we draw on complete
Elgot monads [9], which are a class of monads with an axiomatically defined iteration
of the same profile as above, but with no guardedness restrictions. The iteration operator is thus total, and is required to satisfy the standard laws of iteration according to
Bloom and Ésik [19], except that we additionally require the uniformity principle, called
the functorial dagger implication law [19]. A large source of complete Elgot monads is
domain theory: any monad on a suitable domain category supports iteration via least
fixpoints and is thus completely Elgot. More generally, monads whose Kleisli category
is enriched over pointed complete partial orders are complete Elgot, for the iteration
via least fixpoint can be calculated in just the same way. Therefore, e.g. the powerset
monad P is completely Elgot on Set.
The central result we establish in [G6] is that given a complete Elgot monad T and
any endofunctor Σ, the functor TΣ “ νγ. Tp-- `Σγq extends to a complete Elgot monad,
and the latter is freely generated on T by Σ in the category of complete Elgot monads
(in fact, in [G6] we only treated the case Σ “ a ˆ p--qb but that restriction proved to be
irrelevant [41]). The main technical difficulty we encountered in establishing this result
is the proof that TΣ yields a complete Elgot monad, i.e. an iteration operator for it can
be defined and indeed satisfies the laws of iteration. The iteration operator is defined
in two stages:
1. Given f : X Ñ TΣ pY ` Xq, we switch to the isomorphic morphism

fˆ : X Ñ T X ` Y ` TΣ pY ` Xq
and solve it by calling the iteration of T to obtain

fˆ: : X Ñ T Y ` ΣTΣ pY ` Xq .
2. The latter morphism can be converted back to the original type X Ñ TΣ pY ` Xq,
but now this morphism is guarded, and therefore its unique solutioncan be found using
the previous approach [111].
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In order to define iteration on TΣ , we thus combine the axiomatically given iteration
on T and guarded iteration, i.e. corecursion. The verification of the laws of iteration
for TΣ turned out to be a rather nontrivial task – the proof was therefore machine
checked using the Coq proof assistant by a deep encoding of the necessary fragment of
category theory. This formalization is available at https://git8.cs.fau.de/redmine/
projects/corque. The (slightly simplified) formalization of complete Elgot monads as
a Coq type class is shown in Fig. 2.1.
A salient feature of the constructed iteration operator on TΣ is that even when
the iteration operator for T is calculated as the least fixpoint, the resulting iteration
operator on TΣ is in general neither the least nor the unique solution of the corresponding fixpoint identity. This can be easily seen by instantiating T with the countable powerset monad Pω1 (finite powerset does not support iteration, and for unbounded powerset the final coalgebra TΣ does not exist) and Σ with pA ˆ --q. A set
TΣ X “ νγ. Pω1 pX ` A ˆ γq is a natural semantic domain for nondeterministic possibly
infinite processes returning eventual results of type X and performing atomic actions
from A. On the one hand, solutions of systems of process definitions are not unique,
e.g. because the trivial equation x “ x has arbitrary solutions, and on the other hand
they are also not the least solutions, for processes cannot be ordered – the coarsest precongruence generating process bisimilarity is similarity, which is not a partial order.
A further issue we investigate in [G6] is the one of existence of the initial complete Elgot monad L. This is related to the previous discussion in that the transformer T ÞÑ TΣ
only gives a way to obtain a complete Elgot monad from an existing one, and so it is
natural to ask if there is a canonical starting point to this process. A positive result is
obtained under the assumption of hyperextensivity [7] of the underlying category, which
means that it supports countable coproducts and those are disjoint and stable under
pullbacks, and coproduct injections are closed under countable unions. As we indicated in Section 1.2.1, countable products are not compatible with some existing models of interest including some rather rich variants of set theory, and yet there are many
interesting examples of hyperextensive categories. For such categories we show that
the maybe monad p-- `1q is the initial complete Elgot monad. Remarkably, this holds
true in the category of directed complete partial orders and continuous maps, which is
hyperextensive. In this category, the maybe monad is the initial complete Elgot monad,
despite the existence of a seemingly more suitable candidate, the lifting monad. As a
consequence, there is a unique morphism from the maybe monad to the lifting monad,
but no morphism in the opposite direction – this morally corresponds to the fact that
nontermination (captured by lifting monad) is undecidable.

2.3.2 Unifying Guarded and Unguarded Iteration
As we indicated in Section 2.3.1, guarded and unguarded monad-based iteration are
intimately related: TΣ “ νγ. Tp-- `Σγq is a monad supporting guarded iteration whenever T is a monad, but if T itself supports unguarded iteration then this canonically
extends to the transformed monad, and the iteration operator of the latter calls both
on the guarded iteration operator, which exists unconditionally, and on the unguarded
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iteration operator of T, which can be defined e.g. via least fixpoints. In [G9], we further
study the connection between guarded and unguarded iteration, in particular by presenting a notion that unifies both cases in an axiomatic manner. Recall that iteration of
complete Elgot monads is already given axiomatically – it is just an operator satisfying
a certain collection of axioms. Here, we additionally axiomatize the rules determining
when this operator is applicable. One corner case is that it is alway applicable, i.e. the
iteration operator is total, as in the case of complete Elgot monads. Otherwise, the iteration operator is partial, and is defined precisely on the morphisms that are provably
guarded w.r.t. an axiomatically given notion of guardedness. The core idea we put forward can be contrasted to the one behind Malherbe et.al.’s partially traced categories [71]
where the trace operator (of which iteration is a special case) is directly introduced as a
family of partial maps over suitable hom-sets, and axioms of trace are given in term of
(directed) Kleene equality, that is, validity of such an equality depends on definiteness of
its sides, which is not known a priori. Our approach makes more stringent assumptions
but offers more compositionality in that guardedness propagates across all programs,
and not and not only those that can be iterated.
Given a morphism of the form f : X Ñ TY we see it, as usual, as a side-effecting
program with input of type X and output of type Y. Our notion of guardedness governs
the output, and thus we aim to distinguish a portion of the output in which the program
is guarded. In order to make this precise, we involve coproduct summands σ : Y 1 ,Ñ Y
to judge if f is guarded w.r.t. σ or not. The notion of guardedness in question is then
induced by a simple rule-based system. For example, one rule states that pT inlq f :
X Ñ TpY ` Zq is guarded w.r.t. inr : Z Ñ Y ` Z for any f : X Ñ TY. We then
introduce guarded pre-iterative monads as those monads for which an iteration operator
exists, sending any f : X Ñ TpY ` Xq guarded in σ ` id to f : : X Ñ TY and satisfying
the fixpoint law f : “ rη, f : s‹ f . If moreover f : is a unique solution of this equation
for every f as above, we call the monad guarde iterative. In any case, it follows from
the axioms of guardedness that the resulting morphism f : is guarded in σ. Another
immediate consequence of our axioms is that besides the greatest notion of guardedness,
identifying all morphisms as guarded, there is the least one: roughly it is induced by the
above rule identifying a morphism f : X Ñ TpY ` Zq as guarded w.r.t. inr : Z Ñ Y ` Z
if the whole program flow runs through Y.
We summarize the axioms of iteration adapted from complete Elgot monads (Section 2.3.1) in graphical form in Figure 2.2. This style of presentation goes back to Elgot
(e.g. [30]): the diagrams are to be read from left to right; the inputs and the outputs
of orange boxes correspond to inputs and outputs of programs correspondingly and
are respectively bunched by coproducts; feedback loops graphically represent iteration. We additionally use green boxes to indicate program fragments to which iteration
is applied, and blue boxes in the uniformity axiom to distinguish side-effect-free morphisms of the form η f . The novel ingredient are the bullets indicating guarded outputs.
It is easy to see from the diagrams that the axioms are stated in such a way that feedback loops are always cut by bullets. Our background axiomatization of the notion of
guardedness precisely takes care of the fact that guardedness judgments extends from
atomic (orange) boxes to compound diagrams, which is why we do not have to re-
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Figure 2.2: Axioms of guarded iteration.
peat bullets along a loop. A notable feature of our axioms are the two versions of the
dinaturality axiom, which have a single classical prototype, and in fact both equations
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express the same fact about loops whenever they are guarded, but the distinction comes
from the fact they are guarded for different reasons: in Dinaturality I, guardedness of
both loops is implied by guardedness of g in Z, while in Dinaturality II it is implied by
guardedness of h in X. As we prove in the paper, both versions of guardedness are, in
fact, derivable from the remaining axioms, and the crucial role in this proof is played
by Uniformity. This is a generalization of recently discovered analogous phenomenon
that takes place on the level of abstract iteration theories [32].
Our notion of guardedness is designed is such a way that it covers both unguarded iteration (as in complete Elgot monads) and guarded iteration (in the sense
of Uustalu [111]). The first outcome of this unification is that extension of unguarded
iteration along the monad transformer T ÞÑ TΣ discussed in Section 2.3.1 is complemented by an analogous result for guarded iteration. That is, whenever T is guarded
(pre-iterative) then so is TΣ under a notion of guardedness canonically extended from
T to TΣ . An example showing why this is of interest can be obtained by taking T
to be the finite powerset monad Pω on Set and Σ “ Aτ ˆ -- where Aτ is the disjoint union of some set of actions A and a distinguished internal action τ. The sets
TΣ X “ νγ. Pω pX ` Aτ ˆ γq model finitely branching nondeterministic processes possibly delivering final results in X in the style of Milner’s CCS, and we can distinguish
two notions of guardedness for them: the weaker one requiring any recursive process
call to be preceded by an action from Aτ , and the stronger one requiring any recursive
process call to be preceded by an action from A. We reconcile this with our framework
as follows. Using the isomorphism
νγ. Pω pX ` Aτ ˆ γq – νγ. νγ1 . Pω pX ` A ˆ γ ` γ1 q
we can equivalently view every process as an inhabitant of the left-hand side under
the standard notion of guardedness, which is the weaker one from the process algebra
perspective, or as an inhabitant of the right-hand side, with the notion of guardedness
canonically extended from the inner monad νγ1 . Pω p-- `γ1 q for which guardedness is
selected to be trivial (i.e. no morphism is guarded, because guardedness w.r.t. the τaction is discounted) to the outer one – this yields the stronger guardedness principle.
The stronger notion of guardedness thus becomes modular, which can be illustrated
more concretely as follows:
x “ a. x ` τ. x

x “ a. x ` y

y “ τ. x

Here the defining term of the equation on the left hand side is guarded in the weak
sense but not in the strong sense, and the latter fact is established by replacing it equivalently with a pair of definitions according to the above isomorphism where unguardedness is witnessed by the fact that in the first equation the definition of x involves an
unguarded call of y, whose definition itself is unguarded.
Another basic fact established in [G9] is that when a monad is guarded iterative (i.e.
suitably typed guarded morphisms possess unique solutions) then all the laws of iteration in Fig. 2.2 are satisfied automatically. The first main result of [G9] is a characterization of complete Elgot monads in terms of guarded iterative ones: it turns out
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that the complete Elgot monads are precisely the iteration-congruent retracts of guarded
iterative ones, and for a given complete Elgot monad T the corresponding guarded
iterative monad can be chosen concretely as νγ. Tp-- `γq. In other words, a complete
Elgot monad T is a certain collapse of νγ. Tp-- `γq (cf. Section 1.2.5) under a monad
morphism ρ that has an objectwise left inverse and respects iteration, i.e. ρ f “ ρg implies ρ f : “ ρg: . This characterization greatly facilitates working with complete Elgot
monads (which are hard) by reduction to the corresponding guarded iterative monads (which are easy). For example, this can be used to obtain as an easy consequence
the fact that Elgotness propagates along the monad transformer T ÞÑ TΣ (which we
previously shown in [G6] under subtly more general assumptions).
The second main result of [G9] is a characterization of complete Elgot monads as
certain algebras in a category of monadic transformations of monads. Specifically, the
transformation T ÞÑ νγ. Tp-- `γq can itself be seen as a monad in the category of monads, and complete Elgot monads are algebras of this monad, for, as we indicated above,
they are characterized by collapsing monad morphisms ρ : νγ. Tp-- `γq Ñ T. We
characterize complete Elgot monads among all such algebras: these are precisely the
algebras pT, ρq satisfying the delay-cancellation condition ρ B “ ρ where B is an endomorphism on each νγ. TpX ` γq intuitively adding a new T-layer. This characterization
is of importance to intensional type theory where collapses of Capretta’s delay monad
νγ. p-- `γq are recently being explored [113, 115]. On the one hand, the delay monad is
the initial algebra w.r.t. T ÞÑ νγ. Tp-- `γq, but it is not delay cancellative. Suitable collapses of the delay monad are rather difficult to construct and study explicitly, besides
classical settings when a canonical and rather simplistic choice is available in the shape
of the maybe monad [G6] (cf. Section 1.2.5). Our analysis implies that the initial complete
Elgot monad a reasonable candidate for a collapse of the delay monad.

2.3.3 Monads for Iteration vs. Algebras for Iteration
Our treatment of guarded and unguarded monad-based iteration in conjunction with
our results on monad-based Hoare calculi set the scene for discussing our work on
Elgot algebras [G3], which roughly speaking contributes to relating monad-based iteration and algebra-based iteration. As we saw in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, one can
build a Hoare calculus for effectful programs based either on the assumption that the
monad is suitably order-enriched, or on the assumption that it supports unique solutions of guarded definitions by corecursion. These two assumptions are in conflict: in
order-enriched semantics iteration is only a least fixpoint and not a unique one, while
in process algebra, where guarded definitions can indeed be solved uniquely, processes
cannot be ordered in a way consistent with strong bisimilarity. A “grand unification”
of ordered semantics and coalgebraic semantics in the context of Hoare logics is thus
potentially possible either by dropping the orderedness assumption via complete Elgot
monads, or by switching to partial iteration via guarded iterative monads. Both approaches are connected in a formal way [G9], which we reiterate as a slogan: complete
Elgot monads are iteration-congruent retracts of guarded iterative monads.
Recall that another critical ingredient of the design of our Hoare calculus discussed
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in Section 2.2.1 is a truth value object P1 used in the semantics of assertions. More
abstractly, we can attempt to replace it with some T-algebra Ω supporting enough additional structure for interpreting the necessary logical connectivities (e.g. assume it to
be an internal Heyting algebra). Depending on the choice of the monad T as a complete
Elgot monad or as a guarded iterative monad we obtain different notions of algebras
with iteration. In [G3], we compare these two notions under a specific choice of guarded
iterative monads as being of the form νγ. Tp-- `Σγq with T being the functor part of a
monad and Σ being an arbitrary endofunctor (in fact, the setting of [G3] is slightly more
general and involves fixpoints νγ. p-- #γq of parametrized monads [112], but we stick to
the concrete instance X # Y “ TpX ` ΣYq, for expository purposes). We therefore obtain
• (Eilenberg-Moore-)algebras of νγ. Tp-- `Σγq for an arbitrary monad T;
• (Eilenberg-Moore-)algebras of T for a complete Elgot monad T.
Regarding the first option, in [G3] we obtain an intrinsic characterization of the requisite algebras using an axiomatization adapted from previous work by Adámek et.at. [8].
Specifically, given a monad T and an endofunctor Σ, we introduce a class of complete
Elgot algebras corresponding to them, characterized by the following data: every such
algebra A carries an algebra structure α w.r.t. the monad T and an algebra structure β
w.r.t. the functor Σ, and A is equipped with an iteration operator
p f : X Ñ TpA ` ΣXqq ÞÑ p f : : X Ñ Aq
satisfying three axioms, e.g. the following solution axiom: f : “ α ˝ Trid, β ˝ pΣ f : qs ˝ f .
Under the assumption that all final coalgebras νγ. TpX ` Σγq exist, we show that the
category of complete Elgot algebras is equivalent to the category of νγ. Tp-- `Σγqalgebras. We note, however, that the notion of complete Elgot algebra makes perfect
sense also when the requisite final coalgebras do not exist. Also, the axioms of iteration for complete Elgot algebras are more light-weight compared to those for complete
Elgot monads in that the former do not include any form of the rather powerful Bekić
law, or, equivalently, the Codiagonal axiom as in Fig. 2.2. This distinction is in fact critical for relating the situations from the first and the second clauses of the above list.
Since each complete Elgot monad T is an iteration-congruent retract of νγ. Tp-- `γq, we
can convert each T-algebra to a νγ. Tp-- `γq-algebra, by composing the relevant algebra
structure with the retraction morphism. This identifies T-algebras as certain complete
Elgot algebras w.r.t. T and Σ “ Id, and it turns out they are exactly those for which
the Σ-algebra structures are identity (in [G3] we obtain this directly without assuming
existence of final coalgebras). We also show a converse to this statement, i.e. a monad
T is completly Elgot if the corresponding category of complete Elgot algebras satisfies
an analogue of the Codiagonal axiom.

2.4 Effect Combination
One advantage of monad-based semantics is that it automatically provides a basic
compositionality principle that allows composing computations sequentially. This contrasts the monad based style of semantics with the purely algebraic or coalgebraic ones.
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The sequential compositionality principle is only valid for computations w.r.t. to the
same monad. In practice, it is also important to be able to compose computations
(i) belonging to different monads; (ii) not only sequentially (e.g. in parallel, or nondeterministially). This leads to the problem of composing monads, which dates back
to Freyd [34] and which reemerged recently in the context of semantics [53, 52]. Two
operations on monads are of particular importance for computer science applications:
sum (or coproduct) and tensor. The sum of two monad is their coproduct in the category
of monads over the given category. The idea behind a sum S ` T is to give the smallest
common domain for computations w.r.t. S and T, not assuming any laws connecting
the effects from S with the effects from T. Thus, by combining reading/writing effects
with non-determinism one obtains domains for communicating non-deterministic processes for which the distributive law
a. px ` yq “ a. x ` a. y

(2.1)

does not hold, as expected in process algebra. Sometimes, however, laws like (2.1)
are desirable, in which case one may involve the tensor product S b T of two monads,
which is essentially the coarsening of the sum S ` T under the law of noninterference
of effects, or tensor law. The tensor law requires intuitively that the effects from S and T
commute over each other, and so by combining reading/writing with non-determinsm
by tensoring, one obtains in fact the equation (2.1), which is desirable in the context of
trace semantics, or language semantics for automata.
The problem that arises is that the sum and the tensor in general need not exist. In
the case of sum, a negative example can be constructed easily if one of the monads
is unranked. Two computationally relevant unranked monads are the powerset monad
and the continuation monad. The above example of combining reading/writing with
non-determinism already yields a counterexample if non-determinism is unbounded,
i.e. carried by the powerset monad, for the potential monad sum is too large to fit the
category of sets. The case of tensors is much more intricate, due to the presence of
tensor laws like (2.1), which potentially ameliorate the size issue. The problem of existence of the tensor product of monads in the category of sets dates back at least to [72].
It was shown in [52] that tensor products exists at least if both monads are ranked
and it was relatively clear that the unranked powerset monad would not help construct a counterexample due to the preempting power of the tensor law. In [52] a hope
was raised that a counterexample could be constructed with help of the continuation
monad. However, quite to the contrary, in [G8] we identified a class of uniform monads
tensors with which always exist, and showed that the continuation monad (and in fact
also the unbounded powerset monad) is uniform. The first counterexample is proposed
by the author in [G8]. Latter, Bowler and Levy came up with a different counterexample, which resulted in joint publication [G1]. In summary, two pairs pS, Tq of monads
are presented in [G8] for which the tensor product S b T on Set does not exist:
• S is the well-order monad for the first time introduced in [G8] with
SX “ {pY, ρq | ∅ ‰ Y Ď X, ρ a well-order on Y } Y {K}
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and T is the free monad on two binary operation symbols. The monad structure on
S is defined similarly to the one on the list monad, so, intuitively, the elements of SX
are generalized non-empty lists over X, of any ordinal-length. The error-value K is
triggered by repetitive list elements, and propagates upwards.
• S is the finite powerset monad Pω X “ {Y | Y a finite subset of X } and T is a sophisticated monad constructed by a painstaking manipulation of ordinals.
In summary, the first pair of examples is easy to understand by drawing on a suitable
computational intuition, while in the second example pair, one of the monads is very
sophisticated but the partner monad is more interesting from the semantic perspective
than the two monads from the first pair. The latter non-tensorability result also carries
a stronger message, for the finite powerset monad is subject to nontrivial identities,
potentially helping tensor products with it to exist.
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